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Background:  Rapid detection of LV systolic dysfunction (LVSD) is an important step in the clinical management of patients admitted with acute 
decompensated heart failure (ADHF), as it allows initiation of treatment specific to LVSD and avoidance of contraindicated therapies. We studied 
whether internal medicine residents with limited ultrasound training could use handcarried ultrasound (HCU) to identify LVSD.
Methods:  40 patients admitted with ADHF were imaged from the parasternal window at the bedside with an HCU device (Vscan, GE) by residents 
blinded to all clinical data, who had undergone limited ultrasound training (25 practice studies). Patient HCU EF was graded as above or below 40%. 
HCU EF and a number of physical exam findings (performed by the admitting team), EKG and lab variables were compared to formal echo LV EF. The 
time interval between clinical assessment and formal echocardiography was recorded.
Results:  Average formal EF was 33+/-15% (range 7-71%) with 26(65%) having EF below 40%. The residents ability to detect EF < 40% with 
HCU was excellent (Sens 92%, Spec 86%, NPV 86%, PPV 92%). In univariate analysis only male gender (p 0.04) and HCU EF (p < 0.001) were 
significant predictors of formal EF < 40%. Binary logistic regression demonstrated that HCU EF was the most powerful predictor of EF < 40% with 
minimal additional value from clinical, exam, lab and EKG variables. The time interval between clinical assessment and availability of formal 
echocardiography results was 21+/-18 hours (range 1-70).
Conclusion: Residents with limited training in echocardiography can identify LVSD in patients with acutely decompensated heart failure with 
superior accuracy compared to clinical, physical exam, lab and EKG findings. Bedside HCU, if performed by residents at the time of clinical 
evaluation, might allow identification of patients with LVSD an average of 21 hours before the results of formal echocardiography are available. 
Identification of LVSD at the bedside might allow earlier initiation of treatment specific to LVSD and avoidance of therapies contraindicated in LVSD.
